Intrigue your students, online discussion forums, accommodating students with disabilities, and more - Sept. 29, 2014.

Spotlight on Learning:

Intrigue Your Students for Better Learning

Prof. Michael Prince of Bucknell explains inductive teaching--starting with a real-world problem before explaining principles--how to do it, and how well it works, in two short videos.

Online Forums for Learning

Want to engage your students in online discussion, but not sure how to start? Here are best practices to get the conversation going.

More teaching & learning resources

A Passion for Equal Access

How the Office of Accessible Education works with faculty to set up the right accommodations for students with disabilities: what you need to know.

Jump out of a plane to teach science?

This team created fun, exciting videos to help students learn stress physiology--here's how and why they did it.

Faculty Teaching Events

Today, Sept. 29: Welcome to Teaching Lunch
It's not too late to join us! Faculty, drop by at noon in the Hartley Conference Center in the Mitchell Earth Sciences Building.

Oct. 3: ATXpo
Day-long academic technology expo.

Oct. 8: Teaching Through Community Engagement
Lunch: learn how to leverage community engaged learning in your course.

See all Autumn faculty workshops

Grad Teaching Events

Oct. 6: Writing a Compelling Teaching Statement
Learn how to write the teaching statement you need for your portfolio.

Oct. 14: Eat, Talk, Teach, Run!
Lunch - talk and learn about teaching with other grad students.
CTL hosted almost 300 grad students Sept. 19 for a morning of teaching workshops to prepare them to be TAs.